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Yeah, Kali, Terminology
Yeah, what e mag cause I pull it like fourteen hundred
Raving up the engine like cool a fuck want it
Dissing on the days, smoking weed carrying honeys
When it comes to birds, I just crack em by the dozens
I'm overlooking the bitch, what are you doing?
I know you sit in there mad, probably gonna do it
My baby momma's bitching at me cause she broke a
nail
She just wanna get her her nails, didn't go with Chanel
God damn it I'm so cold on this hose
Next 20 below, they're standing there froze
I'm in the act but I'm aiming for the roles
And when I get it I'm try to drive around slow
Damn, do I really have another choice?
If I start the hardest the it won't get the point
Purple cush got me light headed
The world's spinning I just wonder where my life is

You see me ride around town, windows rolled down
System of a dawn, blowing out of clouds, I'm faded
I'm faded, I'm faded, I'm faded X 2

, I'm getting faded man, I'm getting faded
Like my og's as a kid I used to playing
I'm in my bg's hanging in my pg's
Eating on the p and c sandwich drinking me and Jay
, cool dude, , quarter juice , insane
When my ex show you words cause I had a buzz
Mommy's mad cause some girls want some caught up
Man I'm fucked up, too many tele shots
At least i ain't like my uncle smoking yellow ,
I let my jumbo, jump off the , and land on me now, she
can't stand on me
I stun hard, baby I stun hard, come , we all stars
Ask t boys, never show off, fall off in the club , to pop
off

You see me ride around town, windows rolled down
System of a dawn, blowing out of clouds, I'm faded
I'm faded, I'm faded, I'm faded X 2
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I know you know a lot like me, nah
You don't get high like we do, nah
Cause you don't do it like us, nothing like us
Pop bottles and shut down a night club
We faded, , we faded, we faded

Flat screens of the wall, get the picture clear
Fuck what you didn't know none, this is a different year
I'm underrated, over aged's got the blow
Mix tape seven out like a dealer show
Rule one to the game, better gain respect
So when you're shooting off your mouth, you better aim
correct
My little brother shoots my videos, I'm all set
So all the labels really gotta do is just cut the check
My grandfather told me I should probably calm it down
When I was homeless through he wasn't there to show
me how
I wasn't in this big house getting showed around
Instead I was in the cold on the frozen ground
But I ain't mad at him, it's all love here,
Gucci shades on I won't see him clear
I never shed a tear, cause I don't live in fear
Hold on, give me a second, lemme switch gear
I'm doing 90 down the 101 blazing
Eyes looking Asia, my life is amazing
Can you believe that I started in a basement?
Now I'm on top, , change my location
Yeah, I never had a role model
That's why I'm in the club popping all these gold bottles
And pop and tags everyday like I hit the Lotto
And pop the clutch on the bike when I hit the bottom

You see me ride around town, windows rolled down
System of a dawn, blowing out of clouds, I'm faded
I'm faded, I'm faded, I'm faded X 2.
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